
In the early 1980’s, variable-speed motor control was consid-
ered the answer to all variable flow application problems.  While
variable-speed control does solve the variable flow problem, it
has created the potential for some new system problems that
require careful consideration.
This sales bulletin is intended to highlight a number of factors
which should be considered when driving fans with electronic
variable-speed control.  Fan performance, safety and system
quality are at stake.  Careful design and evaluation will ensure
customer satisfaction and long system life.  Use this sales bul-
letin as a guide to ensure fan and VS control compatibility.

MOTOR AND VS CONTROLLER SELECTION CONSIDERATIONS
1. Motor Horsepower - The “available” motor horsepower will

depend on the actual speed of the motor.  At speeds less
than the rated speed of the motor, torque is constant and
horsepower is proportional to the speed of the motor.

2. Controller Horsepower - Motors are sometimes oversized
for fan applications.  In these cases, it is essential that the
VS Controller be sized for the horsepower of the motor, not
the actual horsepower requirement of the fan.  While this
may seem incorrect, the inrush current requirements of a
motor depend more on the size of the motor than the actu-
al load placed on the motor.  For this reason, a controller
may trip out on start-up, even though it has the capacity to
run the fan.

3. Motor Heat - Fans are well-suited to VS control because of
the forgiving nature of their torque/speed relationship.  As
a motor slows down, the fan torque requirements decrease
at an even greater rate.  Nevertheless, some applications
require consideration for the potential of motor overheat-
ing.  This is most likely to occur when all of the available
motor horsepower is required to operate the fan at reduced
speeds.
Motor overheating can be caused by a number of factors
such as reduced cooling from the end bell fan, lower motor
efficiency at lower speeds and harmonic wave from heat-
ing of the motor windings.  A good rule of thumb is that the
life of a motor is halved for every ten degree increase in
operating temperature.  It is often wise to specify a high
efficiency motor when motor heating is a concern.

SYSTEM SAFETY AND RELIABILITY
1. Maximum Safe Speed - it becomes extremely easy to

exceed safe fan speeds with VS control.  In fact, some
control installation manuals specifically direct the installer
to test the control at full speed.  Rather than follow these
general purpose instructions, the fan installer must make a
point of limiting the wide open speed setting of the control
to something less than the maximum safe speed of the fan.
Once this has been internally set in the controller, the
adjustment should be locked or sealed in an obvious man-
ner, with a warning label or tag near the adjustment point.

2. Flexible Couplings - It has been noted that higher horse-
power controls, generally greater than 100 HP, can induce
severe torsional stresses to direct coupled fan shafts.  This
can lead to premature shaft failure.  The use of a flexible

coupling with a non-linear torque/deflection characteristic,
will minimize this problem by isolating the stresses pro-
duced by the motor.

3. Fan Critical Frequencies - Most controllers offer critical
frequency lockout circuitry to bypass any rotational speeds
that cause excessive vibration in the system.  Operation
within cataloged fan ranges is normally not a problem,
however, each fan system, including ductwork and struc-
turals is different.  During system start-up, the system
should be manually operated from minimum to maximum
speed (not to exceed the maximum safe speed of the fan)
with critical frequencies noted and locked out.

4. Auxiliary Motor Cooling - If a specific application causes
motor overheating, an independently driven cooling fan
can be attached to the motor.  The cooling fan should oper-
ate at full speed even when the fan motor speed is
reduced.

CONTROL SYSTEM FEATURES
1. Reverse Lock-Out - Just as overspeed is an easily attained

condition, so too is reverse rotation of the fan.  Fan users
should specify a lock-out feature on the controller to make
sure that the fan cannot be accidentally run in the reverse
direction.

2. DC Braking - If a fan is spinning in the wrong direction due
to windmilling, the controller is likely to trip out on a start-
up due to excessive current draw.  One solution is to spec-
ify a DC pulse feature on the controller.  This will ensure
that the fan wheel is braked to a halt before starting current
is applied.

3. Dynamic Pressure Control - Very precise control of static
pressure is possible using a pressure sensor in conjunc-
tion with feedback control features on the VS controller.
Fan speed will vary continuously to maintain the desired
system pressure.

4. Control Bypass - In many applications, it is desirable to
provide some means of operating the fan without the VS
control.  This can be quite difficult unless a bypass option
is specified when ordering the control initially.

5. Control Types - Many VS controls offer either analog or
digital control panels.  Factors such as the precision
desired, frequency of adjustment and reliability should be
considered in deciding which type of control is appropriate.

6. Noise Control - Some VS controls, especially the pulse
width modulation type, can cause a noticeable high pitched
whine in the winding of the motor.  If sound may be an
issue, it may be necessary to consider methods of noise
suppression or isolation when using a VS control.  Do not
accept specifications calling for adherence to a sound
specification involving fan and motor combined noise lev-
els on an installed basis.  The fan manufacturer has no
control over system sound levels.

Use this sales bulletin when involved with fan applications uti-
lizing variable speed controls.  It will greatly enhance your
chances for a safe, reliable and trouble-free installation.
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